KADİR HAS UNIVERSITY
2021-2022 STUDENT’S GUIDEBOOK

Dear Student,
Kadir Has University has become one of the pioneering universities that continue performing
their academic studies without any interruption on the academic processes of the students by
means of achieving the fastest adaptation in our country to the pandemic conditions that has
been affecting the entire world since March, 2020. We have also taken all the necessary measures
within the Academic Period of 2021-2022 and, are ready to welcome you for face-to-face education.
All the members of our university who have 2 vaccines or share PCR test results taken in the last
48 hours may come to the campus and participate in face-to-face education, and there will also
be an option for, online education. We have taken and are still taking all the necessary measures
so that you can safely come to the campus during this period. I kindly request you wear a face
mask, and comply with the social distancing rules so that you can protect both yourself, your
family and loved ones.
Our main goal at Kadir Has University is to have graduates, who courageously address, and are
capable of delivering solutions to all large and small problems that people have encountered and
will encounter in a vast range of fields from Life and Engineering Sciences to Humanities and
Social Sciences. For this purpose, we have developed the “Kadir Has University New Education
Model” which will offer universal values to you, ensure that you are a free individual, and equip
you with all competencies you need to meet the necessities of the time. We are proud of offering
you this education model that we have prepared with innovative analyses developed during this
journey of becoming a global university which will be an example for both Turkey and the world.
With all the academic and administrative staff, we are excited to meet you and, all together,
contribute to science, art and society. Welcome to Kadir Has University, which is a true center of
science, research, culture, art and reason and I would like to tell you that together with all the
administrative and academic staff, we are ready to support you in any aspect of your education.
I wish that every moment you have at Kadir Has University would be unforgettable for your
academic, intellectual and personal development.
Best regards,
Prof. Dr. Sondan DURUKANOĞLU FEYİZ
President
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KADİR HAS
Kadir Has is the founder of our university, the first Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, one of the leading philanthropic
businessmen raised by the Republic of Turkey, and the holder
of the State Medal of Distinguished Service. In his own words,
Mr. Has believed that it was his most tremendous honor to put
what he earned from this country into the service of this country.
He worked all his life to pay his “patriotic debt” in line with this
thought. Through the Kadir Has Foundation (HASVAK), founded
with his wife Rezan Has in 1991, he carried out significant
charitable work for the country’s development in many different
fields, especially in education and health.
According to the couple’s will, he and his wife donated all their
wealth to the foundation.
Mr. Kadir Has, who spoke of our university as his “biggest dream
come true,” passed away in 2007. He left immortal works behind
and continues to live in the philosophy of our university, and in
the hearts of his beloved students, with his principles, worldview,
patriotism, and love of education.
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2021-2022 Academic Year
Online Orientation Days
The Online Orientation Days program is essential in getting to know the
university better in general terms and directing your wishes and preferences,
starting from the first day of your education, both in academic, social,
cultural and sports developments. You will have fun and get to know your
university better in the Orientation Days we have prepared specially for you
this year. We strongly recommend that you attend the Online Orientation
Days.
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ORIENTATION DAYS 2021
September 18, Saturday

Online Orientation Program for International Students
10:00-10:15

Opening Speech - Representative of Students Presents Prof. Dr. Sondan Durukanoğlu Feyiz / President

10:15-10:20

Campus Life During Pandemic (Video presentation)

10:20-10:35

Academic Integrity & Plagiarism - Assoc. Prof. Didem Kılıçkıran

10:35-10:50

A Peaceful and Egalitarian Campus Life - Prof. Dr. Mary Lou O’Neil & Assoc. Prof. Aslı Çarkoğlu

10:50-11:05

Support Offices in Academic Life (Video)

11:05-11:15

KHAS Surprise - Percussion Show

11:15-12:15

Meet the Core Program - Assoc. Dr. Didem Kılıçkıran / Director, The Core Program

Lunch Break

12:15-13:00
13:00-14:00
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Meet Your Faculty:
Law

Meet Your Faculty:
Economics,
Administrative and
Social Sciences

Meet Your Faculty:
Communication

Meet Your Faculty:
Engineering and
Natural Sciences

Meet Your Faculty:
Art and Design

“Student Life at KHAS” Sessions
14:00-14:15

Being a Student During Pandemic - Assoc. Prof. Aslı Çarkoğlu & Psychological Support Center

14:15-14:30

Being an Exchange Student at KHAS

14:30-14:45

Information Center (Library)

14:45-15:00

Student Affairs

15:00-15:15

Being an Athlete at KHAS

15:15-15:30

Student Clubs and Societies at KHAS

15:30-15:45

Career Office
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Campus Life During
the Pandemic
At Kadir Has University, our priority is to protect the health of all our students and employees during the ongoing
pandemic. Let’s remember once again the precautions we have taken and the rules we need to pay attention to as
we return to campus for the Fall Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year:

•

Hybrid Education will be given in the Fall Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year. You can attend some of your
classes face-to-face and some courses with live broadcasts in the classroom environment.

•

You can enter the campus if you have two doses of one of the COVID-19 vaccines approved for emergency use by
the World Health Organization, and at least 14 days have passed since.

•

In this new semester, we will continue to pay attention to hygiene, mask, and distance. We will wear masks in
all areas of our campus.

•

Our campus will be open only to the members of our university (our students, academic and administrative staff,
and graduates) in the Fall Term. To avoid problems in entering the campus, you need to verify your HES Code via
MyKHAS. You should notify your visitors to the campus one day in advance to corona@khas.edu.tr and get approval.

•

Hand disinfectants were placed at various points in the campus for our hygiene, and special disinfectant mats
were placed at the entrance doors for shoe hygiene. You can get spare masks by scanning your university card
from vending machines located at specific points in the campus.

•

The appointment system will be used for the Sports Hall, Dance Room, and Music Room in the Fall Term. If you
want to participate in the face-to-face activities of sports teams or student clubs, you must have two doses of
the vaccine or submit the PCR test results taken in the last 48 hours.

Safe Campus Use Commitment:
X

I will enter the campus by registering my HES code into the system through MyKHAS Portal.

X

I will wear a mask in all public places.

X

I will follow the social distance rules (at least 1.5 meters).

X

I will avoid close contact, such as handshaking and hugging.

X

I will not come to campus when I observe any signs of illness in myself.
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MyKHAS Portal
MyKHAS was put into service in 2019 to gather together all the stakeholders of our university on a single platform and,
strengthen the communication between them.

MyKHAS offers many different services such as:
• Current announcements,
• News,
• Forms / Applications,
• Guidance,
• Syllabus,
• Booking for PCC, Music Room or Gym

A mobile application will be soon put into practice for MyKHAS, which will offer all the similar contents and services.
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SPARKS (Student Portal:
Academic Registration and
Knowledge System)
SPARKS is a program, where the student enrollment procedures and academic follow-ups are carried out online through
the Internet, and all the student information is archived. You should attend the introduction organizations throughout
the orientation days in order to get a better understanding of the full functions of the program.
All the announcements made at SPARKS, and all the messages forwarded to your e-mail addresses allocated by our
university are considered notifications sent to your official addresses.
As a student, you are required to check SPARKS announcements on a regular basis; Kadir Has University assumes no
responsibility for any problem that may occur otherwise.
http://sparks.khas.edu.tr
You may make use of SPARKS with a password created for you during enrollment, which you could change on the
system. Once you log on the system, you will be able to:
1) Select and enroll into the courses, and send them to your advisor,
2) View the approvals from your advisor,
3) Create a weekly course schedule,
4) View your grades and marks,
5) Make payments online,
6) Update your address and phone details,
7) Follow up announcements,
8) Request transcripts and student certificates,
9) View the courses to be opened every semester,
10) Monitor your graduation process through the Graduation Simulation.

In order to use SPARKS and KHAS Learn systems in an efficient manner, it is essential for the students to
keep active their e-mail addresses with the extension khas.edu.tr assigned during enrolment.
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KHAS Learn
Learning Management System
KHAS Learn is a learning management system enabling that the course materials are presented on a digital environment,
the students and faculty members communicate with one another in an easier manner, and the course activities are
designed online.
Fully supports the distance education processes through the tools such as online exams, assignments, discussion
panels and forums it contains.
An application called BigBlueButton contained in KHAS Learn makes it possible to attend and record online courses.
You may at any time watch the courses that are recorded.
Through KHAS Learn, you will have access to your courses from anywhere in the world making use of your unique
username and password on any computer, tablet or smart phone with internet access and a web browser.

KHAS Learn at University
Launched at our university as of 2019, this system makes the courses interactive by means of enriching them through
great contents, better communication among the students and faculty members and, extracurricular activities.
We have used KHAS Learn to manage all the distance education processes within the academic year of 2020-2021, and
the distance education processes will remain active making use of KHAS Learn.
The Directorate of Information Technologies carries out the training and support services concerning the system.
You may also get further assistance from:
• the help tab on the web page of KHAS Learn, where you can send an e-mail to learn@khas.edu.tr,
• the Directorate of Information Technologies located at Cibali Campus, Block D, Kadir Has University.
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Information Center (Library)
The Information Center supports the education and research programs of the students by means of meeting all kinds
of requirements for information resources. Owing to the equal, unlimited and innovative information services it offers,
it aims to provide the members with such competencies would give them a competitive advantage in their academic
and professional lives.

Membership
An account is created for the Information Center when you are enrolled with the university. Please visit https://
katalog.khas.edu.tr/hesabim to log on your account with the Information Center. Use the username and password
for the e-mail address @stu.khas.edu.tr to log on.

Borrowing
You are free to “borrow” as many books, magazines and movies as you may need from the Information Center collections.
The time extension regarding the borrowed resources is executed through your account with the Information Center.

Information Resource Request
Through your account with the Information Center, you may submit your requests and suggestions for such information
resources (books, magazines, movies etc.) to be added to the collections of the Information Center in line with your needs
for educational & research activities and intellectual development. These requests are evaluated within the Collection
Improvement Policy, and those considered approvable are fulfilled through purchases or by means of making use of an
interlibrary borrowing service. You can access printed and electronic resources from university libraries – 200 libraries
in Turkey and, more than 7,000 libraries abroad – in line with your academic requirements through the “Interlibrary
Borrowing” service.

Supporting Curriculums
The “Student Reserve Collection” with the basic and supplementary resources of some courses is updated every
academic semester upon the request of the faculty members. The printed course resources are located behind the
Lending Desk and could be borrowed for such periods as designated by the faculty members (4 hours, overnight
and daily). And you may access online course resources making use of the links made available below the respective
course through KHAS Learn.

Printed and Electronic Collections
Our collections consist of 85 thousand printed books, 8 thousand DVDs, 800 thousand e-books, and a total of
55,000 online/printed academic and popular journals and periodicals. You will also be able to access more than
600 million academic resources when you are inside or outside the campus at 24/7 through 101 online databases
that the Information Center is a subscriber for and has an access within the scope of a national license (EKUAL).
To access the online resources when you are not at the campus, please feel free to visit http://icproxy.khas.edu.
tr/login and use your username and password for @stu.khas.edu.tr to log on.

Homework and Research Support
In order to efficiently benefit from the services and facilities offered by the Information Center, you can participate in
“Individual and Group Training Sessions”, and you can request an appointment to get support from the Information
Center team for your homework, researches and theses.

Working Hours
Please visit our website for our current working hours. For updates, please follow: https://bilgimerkezi.khas.edu.tr/
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INFORMATION
CENTER
EQUAL AND LIMITLESS
ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE

facebook/KhasBM instagram.com/KhasBM
twitter/KhasBM bilgimerkezi@khas.edu.tr
+90 212 533 57 50
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What is a course credit?
What is a course selection
and why is it important?
A course credit is the quantitative denomination of any study that a student
is required to take from any course. The ECTS (European Credit Transfer
System) credits are used at our university.
Education at the faculty is provided in accordance with the instructional plan decided by the relevant committees and
approved by the University Senate by means of taking into account the common courses determined by the Higher
Education Council and approved by the University Senate and, taking the opinions of the departments.
In order to graduate from a department of a faculty, the student must have completed 20 ECTS credits.
The courses in the instructional plan consist of both compulsory and elective courses. A compulsory course is the one
that a student is required to take, while an elective course is the one that a student is required to take from a certain
group of courses.
The course attendance requirements are determined by the respective faculty member, and applied as specified on
the syllabus.
A student, who has taken and passed the compulsory courses as specified in the instruction plan of the respective
department and, the elective courses as set forth by the said department, and who have increased their weighted grade
point average to a minimum of 2.00, and completed all the studies (including internships) specified in the respective
regulations, is considered to have completed their education and eligible to be awarded with a diploma.

Student Advisors
A faculty member is assigned as an advisor by the respective department to each student. The supervisor guides the
student throughout their education and, gives advice regarding the compulsory and elective courses that the student
is required to take within the framework of Undergraduate, Double Major and Minor Programs.
A student should plan and organize your courses with their advisor and, have all the courses by their advisor during
the enrollment with the courses in a semester.
It would be better for the student to discuss all the issues concerning the academic life with their advisor first.
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Academic Ethics
All the students and faculty members should pay attention to and comply
with the principles of research ethics, publication ethics and academic ethics
as set forth on the Regulations on Scientific Research and Publication Ethics
at Kadir Has University during the performance of their academic studies.

Disciplinary proceedings are carried out against a student who is found to
be in violation of the ethical rules such as cheats and plagiarism and, in case
the student is found guilty as a result thereof, then the respective penalties
are imposed as set forth under the Disciplinary Regulations in line with the
Ethics Committee, up to the suspension as the most severe sanctio
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Supplementary Programs
1. Double Major Program (DMP)
A Double Major Program is intended to allow a student, who successfully pursues their major undergraduate program,
to receive education in a second major at the same time so that they get a diploma of bachelor’s degree in these two
major programs.
You may apply for a double major program on the dates specified on the academic calendar earliest at the beginning
of the third semester and latest at the beginning of the fifth semester.
As of the application date, the student must have a grade point of average of at least 2.72/4.00 on the major diploma
program, and ranked on the top 20% in terms of success in the respective classroom of the major diploma program.

2. Minor Program (MP)
This is a program that allows a student, who successfully pursues one of the major undergraduate programs at Kadir
Has University, to receive education in another field of interest. You may apply for a minor program on the dates
specified on the academic calendar earliest at the beginning of the third semester and latest at the beginning of the
sixth semester.
As of the application date, the student must have a grade point average of at least 2.50 / 4.00 and, fulfilled other
requirements of the respective program, if any.

3. Internal Transfer (within Programs)
It is possible for a student to make an internal transfer within the university upon the decision of the management
board of the respective unit based on the success among the equivalent programs or based on the central placement
score within the scope of the Additional Clause 1 in accordance with the applicable legislations of the Higher Education
Council.
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International Relations
Erasmus and Exchange Office
Throughout your academic life, you will be able to make use of our collaborations with the leading universities of
the world on the basis of double degree, student exchange programs, Erasmus+ and international summer school
programs. We at Kadir Has University have collaboration agreements with 170 universities in 50 countries.

Double Degree Opportunities
Bremen University (Germany) (1+1 Master’s Degree Program in Communication Sciences )
Georgia State University (ABD) (4+1 LLM Program at Faculty of Law)

Exchange Program (Bachelor’s Degree)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Universidad de Congreso (Argentine)
Quilmes National University (Argentine)
University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna (Austria)
St. Pölten University (Austria)
Salzburg University (Austria)
Fachhochschule des BFI Wien (Austria)
Joanneum University of Applied Sciences (Austria)
Kufstein Tirol University of Applied Sciences (Austria)
ADA University (Azerbaijan)
Daffodil International University (Bangladesh)
UC Leuven-Limburg (Belgium)
Faculty of Management (Belgium)
Vrije University Brussel (Belgium)
Gent University (Belgium)
Universite Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium)
Hogeschool PXL (Belgium)
South-West University (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian Science Academy (Bulgaria)
University of Waterloo (Canada)
Universidad Finis Terrea (Chile)
Zhejiang Gongshang University (China)
Ningbo University (China)
The University of The Andean Area (Colombia)
Universidad La Salle (Colombia)
Sveucilište u Zadru (Croatia)
University of Rijeka (Croatia)
Hradec Kralove University (Czechia)
Masaryk University (Czechia)
Aalborg University (Denmark)
Audencia Group (France)
Paul Sabatier-Toulouse University (France)
ISCID-CO Universite du-Littoral Cote d’Opale (France)
Institut Supérieur d’électronique de Paris (France)
ESIAME International School of Management (France)
Bourgogne University (France)
Université de la Réunion (France)
Universite de Technologie de Compiegne (France)
Brest Business School (France)
Helsinki Metropolia Applied Sciences (Finland)
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (Georgia)
Albert Ludwigs Freiburg University (Germany)
Humboldt University (Germany)
Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst (Germany)
Cologne Business School (Germany)
Jacobs University Bremen (Germany)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Fachhochschule Südwestfalen (Germany)
Friedrich Alexander Erlangen Nürnberg University (Germany)
Goethe Frankfurt University (Germany)
RheinMain University of Applied Sciences (Germany)
Hochshule für Technik und Wirtschaft (Germany)
Otto Friedrich Bamberg University (Germany)
Hafencity Hamburg University (Germany)
Saarlandes University (Germany)
SRH Berlin University (Germany)
Augsburg University (Germany)
Duale Hochschule Baden-Württemberg Stutt (Germany)
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (Germany)
University of Koblenz-Landau (Germany)
Bremen University (Germany)
Universitat Kassel (Germany)
Cologne University (Germany)
Zeppelin University (Germany)
University of Koblenz-Landau (Germany)
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg (FABW) (Germany)
Academy of Performing Arts Baden-Württemberg (ADK)
(Germany)
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Greece)
Athens University of Economy and Business (Greece)
Panteion University (Greece)
Democritus Üniversitesi Thrace (Greece)
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Greece)
University of Crete (Greece)
University of Macedonia (Greece)
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Greece)
Ionian University (Greece)
The European Public Law Organization (Greece)
National University of Public Service (Hungary)
University of Szeged (Hungary)
Budapest Business School (Hungary)
Hong Kong Baptist University (Hong Kong)
University of New Delhi (India)
Bina Nusantara University (BINUS) (Indonesia)
Trinity College Dublin (Ireland)
Beit Berl College (Israel)
Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design (Israel)
Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya (Israel)
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
Tel-Aviv University (Israel)
Universita degli Studi Roma Tre (Italia)
University of Cagliari (Italia)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Universita Degli Studi di Ferrara (Italia)
Universita degli Studi di Napoli Federic (Italia)
Universita degli Studi Internazionali di Roma (Italia)
Politecnico di Bari (Italia)
Yamaguchi University (Japan)
Kanagawa University (Japan)
Petra University (Jordan)
University of Jordan (Jordan)
Almaty Management University (Kazakhstan)
Almaty University of Power Enginnering and
Telecommunication (AUPET) (Kazakhstan)
Kazakh Humanitarian Juridical Innovative University
(Kazakhstan)
Kazakh State Women’s Teacher Training University
(Kazakhstan)
Akhmet Yassawi International Kazakh-Turkish University
(Kazakhstan)
Universum University College (Kosovo)
Lebanese International University (Lebanon)
Kaunas University of Technology (Lithuania)
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (Lithuania)
Management and Science University (Malaysia)
Institudo Estudios Superriores de Tamaulipas (Mexico)
Escula Bancaria y Comercial (Mexico)
UPAEP (Mexico)
Université Mohammed Premier Oujda (UMP) (Morocco)
International Institute for Higher Education in Morocco
(Morocco)
Windesheim University of Applied Sciences (Netherlands)
Hogeschool Leiden University of Applied Sciences
(Netherlands)
HKU University of the Arts Ultrecht (Netherlands)
Fontys University of Applied Sciences (Netherlands)
The Hague University of Applied Sciences (Netherlands)
Mohammad Ali Jinnah University (Pakistan)
Beaconhouse National University (Pakistan)
Superior University (Pakistan)
National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST)
(Pakistan)
Hebron University (Palestine)
Poznan University of Technology (Poland)
Radom Economy Academy (Poland)
Wyzsza Szkola Promocji W Warszawie (Poland)
National Louis University (Poland)
University o Silesia in Katowice (Poland)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Jagiellonski University (Poland)
Kazimierza University (Poland)
ESAD-College of Art and Design (Portugal)
Universidade de Coimbra (Portugal)
University of Bucharest (Romania)
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (Romania)
Nicolae Titulescu University (Romania)
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi (Romania)
University Politehnica of Bucharest (Romania)
Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urban Planning
(Romania)
Danubius Galati University (Romania)
Universitatea Titu Maiorescu (Romania)
Ovidius University of Constanta (Romania)
Matej Bel University in Banksa Bystrica (Slovenia)
University of Maribor (Slovenia)
Universidad De Castilla-La Mancha (Spain)
Coruña University (Spain)
Universidad Rey Juan Carlos (Spain)
Mondragon University (Spain)
Malaga University (Spain)
Santiago de Compostela University (Spain)
Universidade de Vigo (Spain)
Jaume I University (Spain)
University of San Jorge (Spain)
Sungkyunkwan University (South Korea)
Yonsei University (South Korea)
Kookmin University (South Korea)
University of Seoul (South Korea)
SolBridge International Business School (South Korea)
Myongji University (South Korea)
International University in Geneva (Switzerland)
National Taipei University (Taiwan)
National Taipei University of Business (Taiwan)
National Chengchi University (Taiwan)
National Chung Hsing University (Taiwan)
Birmingham City University (UK)
National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy (Ukraine)
Universidad Catolica del Uruguay (Uruguay)
University of Indianapolis (USA)
Ohio State University (USA)
The State University of New York (USA)
Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia (USA)
Roosevelt University (USA)

Join Erasmus and remove the borders
At Kadir Has University, we especially value the international academic and cultural cooperation supporting research
through exchange programs with European Universities within the framework of EU Programs and projects.
Our university has Erasmus+ student exchange agreements with 111 universities in 22 European countries. In addition,
we have agreements with 10 universities in 7 non-EU countries within the scope of Erasmus+ International Credit
Mobility project. Our University was awarded in 2020 the Erasmus Declaration for the Erasmus+ New Period (2021-2027).
Our university keeps acting in cooperation with European countries under the scope of Erasmus+ internship program.
Since 2015, we have been a member of the European Internship Consortium established in cooperation with 5 universities
and industry. Thus, our students have the opportunity to work and gain short-term experience in many companies
located in European countries and performing business in markets relevant with their major.
Erasmus + is a unique opportunity for you to become a world citizen. Meeting with students from different cultures
and countries would broaden your vision in every aspect. Through this program, you will acquire many academic and
cultural achievements. Please remember to contact Erasmus and Exchange Office for detail on application dates and
requirements.
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Scholarships
• ÖSYM Scholarship (Full Scholarship, 50% Scholarship)
• Kadir Has Scholarship
• KHAS Ranking Scholarship
• High School Success Scholarship
• KHAS Honor Scholarship
• IB - Abitur - Matura - SAT Scholarship
• Life Support / Dormitory Scholarship
• Sports Scholarship
• White Doves Scholarship Program
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Which units should I get to
know in order to make my
life easy at the university?
Directorate of Student Affairs
It is the responsibility of the Directorate of Student Affairs to carry out the new enrollments; enter the decisions made
by the faculties concerning the students on the Academic Registration and Knowledge System (SPARKS); follow up
the procedures concerning course enrollments, courses added-dropped and withdrawn on the dates as set forth under
the Academic Calendar; to prepare documents such as student certificates and transcripts etc.; and print and distribute
diplomas, certificates and diploma supplements.
Offers supports and assistance to all the faculties, departments and programs at the university concerning its assigned
fields. Acts as a bridge between the students, their families and other units at the university.

Faculty Secretariats
Performing the administrative tasks of the faculty, a faculty secretariat is the first help desk, where you may submit
your petitions (such as a health report). A faculty secretariat also helps you contact the faculty members that you may
wish to see or reach.
How to Solve a Problem
In case you may encounter a problem throughout you academic life, you should first consult your advisor. If the consultation
with your advisor and, then the department / program head fails to accomplish a result, you should consult with the
respective Dean or whenever deemed necessary, submit a written application to the respective Dean’s Office/ Directorate.
Concerning such problems that could not be solved at the Dean’s Office, the Deputy Rector in charge of the Student
Affairs should guide you. In addition, the Directorate of Student Affairs, the secretariat of the relevant Dean/ Directorate,
Executive Assistant of the Rector’s Office and the General Secretary would support you at every stage.
The final decision-making body regarding the students’ demands and problems is the Executive Board of the University.
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Healthcare Services
The Healthcare Unit located in the Campus Cibali at the University provides emergency and outpatient treatment services
for our students as well as academic and administrative staff.
We keep in touch with full-fledged hospitals near our campuses, and in case of emergencies or whenever it is deemed
necessary, we direct and send our students to the respected hospitals for advanced tests and treatments.

Psychological Counseling Center (PCC)
The students and staff of Kadir Has University are entitled to make use of psychological counseling services for free of charge.
The applicants are supported within a framework that protects their privacy in line with ethical principals, and it is intended
to help them achieve their respective academic and personal goals and objectives.
You can book your Psychological Counseling Center online appointment via MyKHAS. You can contact pdm@khas.edu.tr
to request a face-to-face meeting.
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Sports Facilities
Kadir Has University is active in a wide range of sports. Sports facilities carried out at the University aim to improve the
physical abilities of students other than academic and cultural activities as well as to contribute to the development
of their physical health.
Our campus has a fitness saloon, indoor gym and climbing wall for the use of students, academic and administrative staff.
Sports facilities at our university are carried out in three different fields via expert coaches with national team experience:
University team training, individual and group work, in-university and inter-university organizations.
Kadir Has University attaches great importance to the development of students in sports facilities as well as their
education.

Sports Scholarship
This is a type of scholarship that is granted to the students, who have been admitted to the university sports teams,
participated or qualified to participate in competitions representing Kadir Has University. The main purpose of this
sports scholarship is that these students represent Kadir Has University in their own sports branches attaching priority
to their education success.
Sports Teams Performing at the University:
•Badminton (Men-Women)
•Basketball (Men-Women)
•Basketball 3x3 (Men-Women)
•Fencing (Men-Women)
•Football (Men-Women)
•Futsal (Men)

•Folk Dances (Men-Women)
•Handball (Men)
•Judo (Women)
•Karate (Men)
•Korfball (Men-Women)
•Rowing (Men)

•Table Tennis (Men-Women)
•Archery (Men-Women)
•Beach Korfball (Men-Women)
•Beach Volley (Men-Women)
•Indoor Archery (Men-Women)
•Chess (Men-Women)

Aslı Bebek, Manager
asli.bebek@khas.edu.tr

Alen Narsüz, Sports Specialist
alen.narsuz@khas.edu.tr

Orkun Oktay, Sports Officer
orkunoktay@khas.edu.tr

Tunç Kip, Sports Specialist
tunc.kip@khas.edu.tr

Aysel Damar, Sports Specialist
aysel.damar@khas.edu.tr

Contact:
Life at Campus Office
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•Squash (Men-Women)
•Tennis (Men-Women)
•Volleyball (Men-Women)
•Sailing (Men-Women)
•Swimming (Men-Women)

Join the University
Administration
Consisting of the representatives of the students who are elected among and by them as a result of a democratic
process, the Student Council establishes an efficient communication between the university executive bodies and the
students, who could then engage in the decisions made and, be represented in the administration.

The Student Council
•

Participates in the sections of the executive board meeting concerning the students through the faculty
representatives and the Chairman of the Council, speaking out problems with respect to the students, presenting
opinions and, offering solutions.

•

Produces solutions and projects making efforts based on scientific, creative, innovative and research-oriented
approach intended to solve student problems and, improves the issues concerning the students.

•

Promotes the facilities made available at the university so that the students may make the best thereof, conducts
surveys and drafts reports to understand the opinions of the students concerning thereto.

•

All the students are enrolled with the faculties, graduate schools and departments at our university are the natural
members and, eligible to participate in all types of activities.

Student Clubs Association
•

Consists of a representative from each student club so that the students could attend and participate in scientific,
social, cultural and sports events and organizations during extracurricular times.

•

Is managed by a Executive Board consisting of 5 students elected by and among the club representatives, which
has the right to speak about the identification of the needs of the student clubs, the audit of the management
thereof, and the allocation of the budgets among the clubs.

•

An Executive Committee is formed with the participation of the University General Secretary, an officer from the
Life at Campus Office and an academician in this Executive Board.

•

This Executive Committee listens to, assesses and make a final decision on the suggestions and recommendations
of the Executive Board about the student clubs.
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Campus Life
is Better
with
Student Clubs
We attach great importance that you complete your personal
development, make use of your spare time, and increase
the level of your knowledge, skills and creativity. For this
purpose, we support not only a modern understanding
of education, but also social, cultural, sports and artistic
events and organizations.
Among these events and organizations at our university
are the panels, conferences and forums with scientists,
politicians, business people and specialists; interviews with
as well as concerts, theater plays and autograph sessions with
favorite players and performers; and sports organizations,
festivals, travels, exhibitions and organizations that the
students participate in.
Not only the number but also the success of these Student
Clubs increase every year, providing the students with
opportunities to take responsibility and improve themselves
in the areas of their interest to differentiate for the times
after graduation.
Contact:
Life at Campus Office
Aslı Bebek, Manager
asli.bebek@khas.edu.tr
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Advertising Club
Architecture Club
Ataturkist Youth Club
Aviation Club
Chess Club
Cinema Club
Cycling Club
Engineering Club
Entrepreneur Innovative Leaders Team (EILT)
Environment and Zero Waste Club
Erasmus Club
Factory Design Club
Folk Dance and Folk Music Club
Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation Studies Club
IEEE (Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers)
International Student Club
KHAS Riders
Latin Dances Club
Law Club
Law and Economy Club
Model United Nations Club
Mountain Climbing and Outdoor Sports Club
Music Club
New Media Club
Photography Club
Political Science and International Relations Club
Psychology Club
Public Relations and Promotion Club
Radio Club
Reading Club (KHAS READS)
Real Estate and Asset Valuation Club
Sailing Club
Theater Club
Underwater Club
Visual Communication Design Club (VCDC)

School of Foreign Languages and
English Preparatory Program
Department of Foreign Languages (DFL)
The School of Foreign Languages (SoFL) was established to ensure coordination of the educational activities intended to make
sure that a graduate from Kadir Has University is proficient in at least one foreign language as expected from them.
The units affiliated with this school is the English Preparatory Program, the Modern Languages Program and the iLearning
Program. The common purpose of these units is to ensure that a student, who is enrolled with an undergraduate program at
Kadir Has University, where all or part of the education is taught in English, has the high level of communication skills in English,
which they may need at the academic and business world, and has the language skills in a foreign language of their choice at
a level that they communicate in daily life. The SoFL is responsible for designing, planning and implementing the activities of
these units in a manner that each activity supports one another in harmony with the general education understanding of the
university making use of a holistic approach.
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English Preparatory Program (EPP)
Each student, who is enrolled with a department or program at our university, where all or part of the education is taught in
English, but who does not fulfill the exemption requirements, will take an English Placement and Proficiency Exam (KHAS-STYS).
The first step of this two-step exam is a test, which determines the student’s current level of English language and, is a threshold
regarding the second step. The students who have failed to pass the required threshold according to the first step exam results
are automatically enrolled with the EPP Track 1 and Track 2. Those who are determined at the first step to be intermediate level
or above are required to take the English Proficiency Exam, which is the second step. The students, whose total score at this
step is 60 or above, will start their education for the first year at the respective departments. The students with a total score
that is below 60 are enrolled with the EPP Track 3 and Track 4 based on the results from the first step.
Some of the international language exams are considered sufficient in order to be exempted from the English Preparatory Program.
The minimum scores required in these exams are as follows:

TOEFL-IBT

CAE

CPE

PTE-Academic

78
Valid for 2 years

C
Valid for 3 years

C
Valid for 3 years

60 (minimum 59 in each part )
Valid for 2 years

Contemporary Languages Program (CLP)
Today, communication in a second foreign language other than English is a positive qualification and essential in terms
of contribution to your academic and professional life as well as intercultural interaction. As an academic institution
that is aware thereof, the CLP provides you the opportunity to learn a sufficient level of second foreign language such
as Armenian, Russian, Arabic, Italian, German, French and Spanish, which will enable you to communicate throughout
daily life. You can take one of these elective courses during your university education.

iLearning Center
The aim of the iLearning Center is to help all the members of our university improve their written and verbal communication
skills. This Center identifies your individual demands and needs with respect to your learning of English language, and
conducts studies and guidance in line with these needs and individual learning inclinations.
As the key priorities, we are committed to helping you develop individual and independent learning skills, as well as
supporting and strengthening English courses at our university. There are certain course schedules designed to identify
the primary needs of each student for the purpose of improving, supporting and encouraging the individual learning
process while they develop their language skills; to prepare study programs, make available materials and feedbacks
for these needs; to monitor the progress of our students and, provide them with guidance and support based on the
needs that change in time.
The iLearning Center also provides the students, who have difficulties in improving the level of their proficiency in English,
with the opportunity to participate in additional courses and workshops which will ensure them to improve themselves
in the subjects and skills they are challenged. In addition to short lectures, these courses consist of supplementary
studies, course materials, and practical exercises. The courses are intended to provide the students with the opportunity
to receive feedback to guide their learning and help them develop solutions to specific problem areas as identified.
In order to develop and promote language learning, this center provides our students with such activities and facilities
so that they could use, improve and practice English in a comfortable environment outside the classroom. Among our
objectives are to inform the students of the online language applications and materials, which we believe would help them
learn English, encourage the respective online resources and, use our own resources to produce appropriate materials
designed for the intended purpose if and when necessary for the purpose of maximizing the benefit to our students.
The iLearning Center also assists graduates and students of our university in their application for postgraduate education
as well as internships and job applications abroad.
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The Lifelong Education Academy (YBEA) at Kadir Has University has been providing both those, who are about to
start their professional careers, and those of all age groups, who are at different points on their career journeys, with
programs that are useful for their career and personal developments. As an academy that intends to raise qualified
human resources on these changing conditions in the world, it aims to bring qualified labor to various industries
through education programs it develops in line with the social needs.
Creating education programs in cooperation with the experienced academicians of Kadir Has University and, the
most important representatives of the education world, it offers modern and up-to-date solutions for personal and
corporate needs for education.
We are committed to shedding light on the personal and professional developments of people by means of maintaining
these unique characteristics of our university, a dream of Kadir Has, an entrepreneurial spirit, and charitable person
devoting himself to education.
All the students are free to enjoy a discount of 50%.

To get detailed information and enroll with our education programs for adults and children, please visit our website
at https://ybea.khas.edu.tr/.
Contact:
Lifelong Education Academy
nazli.oztoksoy@khas.edu.tr
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Industrial Relations and
Technology Transfer Office
Established in 2014 with the support of TUBITAK, the Industrial Relations and Technology Transfer Office continues
to operate under the organization of the R&D Resources Directorate at Kadir Has University.
Technology Transfer Offices are such structures that have been active in the world and Turkey since the early 2000s
with the basic functions of the Collaboration between Universities and Industries, Intellectual Property Rights - Patents
and Commercialization, Entrepreneurship and Promotion. Basically, these offices are intended to build synergistic
cooperation between the academy, industry and public and, maximize the output from Research and Development.
The primary objective of the Industrial Relations and Technology Transfer Office following the mission of our founder
Kadir Has to contribute to the economic and social development of our country in line with his philosophy of “Paying
back for National Service” is to serve as a bridge to strengthen cooperation between university, industry and public,
enable the ecosystem of the university consisting of students, academicians and graduates to understand and solve
their own needs as well as the needs of industries through innovative ways by making use of technology and science,
and further improve the added value created by the entrepreneurship in their own business and industry.
The Industrial Relations and Technology Transfer Office’s understanding of entrepreneurship and innovation is
based on bringing together the following 5 main disciplines:

•
•
•
•
•

most advanced technology,
most creative design,
most profitable business,
most efficient communication,
most rigorous legal framework.

Activities of the Industrial Relations and Technology Transfer Office
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fundamentals of entrepreneurship and innovation
Entrepreneurship and innovation in business and trade
Entrepreneurship, innovation and technology
Creativity and design in innovative entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship and communication

Entrepreneurship and innovation in terms of law
Digital entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship activities
In-house entrepreneurship

Industrial Collaborations and Financial Supports
Acting as a bridge between the university and the respective industries; offering supports to increase the number
of and facilitate the R&D projects to be carried out jointly, and giving information about national and international
funds and, supports during the application stage.

Securing Ideas and Inventions
Carry out necessary research and applications in order to secure new ideas and inventions under patent and protect
intellectual property rights. Support licensing and commercialization of secured intellectual property rights.
Contact:
Industrial Relations and Technology Transfer Office
didem.turkoz@khas.edu.tr
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Career Office
As an organization that actively serves all the students, graduates and units of Kadir Has University, the Career Office
is committed to ensure that a qualified human resource capable of addressing the rapidly changing requirements
and competencies in the twenty-first century is well-equipped and ready to serve the business world and academic
community, thus maximize the level of cooperation between the university and the respective industries so that our
students and graduates make use of a wide area of employment and, start their professional and academic careers
quickly and smoothly.
Kadir Has University is committed to train qualified professionals, researchers and scientists for all the industries, who
are capable of shaping and directing the world of the future, questioning and have a great interest in understanding
the nature and humanity, and produce such graduates, who are capable of working anywhere in the world, through
the New Education Model applied in Turkey for the first time, which is beyond the conventional education models,
completely unique, and suitable for the time and the spirit of the young generation.
Creating a bridge between our students and graduates, who are well-equipped with universal values and
competencies, well-disciplined and capable of offering solutions making use of project-based approaches, and the
respective employers, we make efforts to ensure that the right talents get the right positions. Our objectives and area
of operations could be classified into three main headings: Internship Support, Training and Seminars and, Career
Counselling.

Internship and Professional Support
Internship Support
The Career Office supports the internship processes of our students so that they could get knowledgeable about the
business world when they attend their education, and they could get a sufficient level of experience in the industries,
where they wish to work.
We act in cooperation and have concluded internship agreements with many companies operating in different
industries. A student could submit an application to these companies through our web site, and all the internship
processes could be managed from our website. The university meets the social security costs for the internships of
our students under the scope of Compulsory and Optional internships and thus reduce the load on the employers.

Professional Support
Our students and graduates are notified of the full time job postings of the companies with which we act in cooperation,
and also could submit their applications directly to the member companies through our website.

Services for the Companies
In order to support the companies during the full-time and part-time employee selection and placement processes,
we offer free services mainly in three areas: information, CV scanning and candidate guidance and promotion.
Under the scope of the Information services, we announce the companies seeking for full-time and part-time
employees on our website, student portals and social media accounts and, by means of hanging banners on the
university boards. Additionally, we send announcements via e-mail to our database of current students and graduate
candidates considering the respective company criteria.
Under the scope of the CV Scanning and Guidance services, we scan the curriculum vitae submitted for the respective
applications considering the concrete criteria as set forth by the companies (faculty, department, age, gender,
experience etc.) and, forward the curriculum vitae of the respective candidates to the respective companies.
Through the organizations held at our university such as training sessions, seminars, company introductions and
Career Day days, we ensure that the companies meet the students and graduates, introduce themselves and their
vacant positions, and collect applications. Within the framework of the agreements with the companies, preliminary
interviews and/or interviews with candidates found appropriate are carried out at the campus of our university.

Training and Seminars
The main events held within the scope of the Presentation Events are the Career Development Days, Introduction to
Business Life Seminars, and company visits.
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Career Development Days
During the Career Development Days organized in the first week of April every year, we invite to our campus the
leading local and international companies from different industries from IT and telecommunications to finance,
energy and consultancy or organize online platforms, where these companies meet our students. The students get
clues about on which position, in which industry and how they could proceed. In this manner, the companies have a
chance to share with the students the details on their corporate structure, business areas and recruitment criteria,
and thus reach the appropriate candidates.

Introduction to Business Life Seminars
Organized on a regular basis in order to ensure that our students make use of the knowledge and experience of the
professional executives in the industrial and professional aspects when they make their own career plans, and get
information about different corporate cultures getting an opportunity to get to know better these professionals, the
Introduction to Business Life Seminars attract intensive attention. During these seminars, the companies are allowed
to share their industrial knowledge and experience as well as business opportunities, reach and conduct business
interviews with appropriate candidates.

Career Development Training
We organize training sessions in various topics from stress management to techniques to write CV, and from image
management to time management, so that our students could complete their personal development, learn how to
look for a job in an efficient manner by means of making their career preferences consciously, and be successful during
their professional career.

Company Visits
In addition gatherings with our students and graduates at the campus, the company visits that we organize allow the
students to see how the business is being done on site, and get a better understanding of the corporate climate and
corporate working culture, and the companies to introduce themselves and, collect applications from those students
who, the companies thinks, adopt the corporate culture.

Career Counseling
Academic and Professional Career Counseling
We provide our students with academic and career oriented professional counseling services. We offer counseling, in
particular, to our students and graduates, who are in the process of submitting a job application, in respect of how to
write CV and letters of intent and, how to be successful at interviews.

Mentor & Mentee Program
Through this program that started to be applied at our university during the Fall Semester in the Academic Year of
2020-2021, we aim that our students could further improve themselves on their career journey with a professional
support and, prefer the best options available for them.
Through this program, the graduates with a length of service of five years in their professional career receive “mentor”
education and, the students starting the third year receive “mentee” education, and they are matched with one
another based on their departments. We want to make use of the wisdom of the mentor for the improvement of the
mentee.
Thanks to this Mentor & Mentee Program, during which the Career Office offers training and conducts audits, our
graduates get a chance to share their experience, their own career steps and, important business insights with our
students.

Visit our Website
Please feel free to visit the website of the Career Office at https://kariyer.khas.edu.en on a regular basis to follow up
the current internship opportunities and part-time / full-time job postings, and directly apply to those postings that
you may find appropriate for your career goal. You can also monitor all your internship processes, including compulsory
and voluntary ones, on our website.
We recommend that you create your account and CV as soon as possible by means of logging into our website with
your KHAS Wi-Fi username and password.
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1

INTERNSHIP APPLICATION PROCESS
The internship process and approval procedures will be carried out through the website of the Career Office at
kariyer.khas.edu.tr.
Before the commencement of the internship process, you must read the internship instructions of your faculty.
The internship instructions are available at the website of each faculty.
Please feel free to make an internship application through the current internship postings at the website of the
Career Office.
Please consider consulting with your internship advisor about the company, where you will do internship, whether
it is appropriate for you, the internship periods and so on, and make your application through our website.

2

A student who will do compulsory internship must have been enrolled in the compulsory internship course at
their department before they start internship.
•You may start your internship process with the option “Add a New Company” if you will do internship in a
company not listed on the website.
•A student who will do compulsory internship, should check the option “compulsory internship” when making an
internship application at the website of the Career Office.
•You are expected to provider clear and satisfactory answers to the questions. Otherwise, the academician, in the
capacity of the internship commission member, will not approve your application.
•Once the location, where you will do internship, and the dates thereof have become finalized, you are required to
make your internship application at least 15 days beforehand.
Please consider this criterion while making your application. Otherwise, the Financial Affair will not approve the
application.

3

A student who has completed the internship will prepare an Internship Book, which provides detailed information
on what the student has carried out, at the end of each internship period, and have it approved by the authorized
person in the company responsible for the interns.
•The student is required to deliver to the Faculty Secretariat against signature not later than the third week of the
respective academic period the approved internship book, and the Internship Assessment Form, which indicates
the opinions of the authorized person in the company responsible for the interns about the student.
•All the students, who have completed the internship, will fill in the Company Assessment Survey on the website
of the Career Office.
•The internship commission of the respective department examines all the documents concerning the student’s
internship assessment, talks to the company, where the internship has been done, if deemed necessary, and
announces the assessment results.
A student who requests corrections for the internship will be informed of the respective corrections by the
internship advisor. An extension of time is granted for these corrections. The student is informed of how many
days have been approved out of the internship period. The number of these days is entered on the respective
courses as a grade.

Important Notes
•You may log on the website of the Career Office with your KHAS Wi-Fi username and password. Please reset
your password through parola.khas.edu.tr if you forgot your password.
•Please talk to Burcu Canik (burcu.canik@khas.edu.tr) about Financial Issues and Social Security Payments.
•If you face any problem during this whole process, please consider sending an e-mail message to
career@khas.edu.tr to make use of the counselling service from the Career Office.

Career
Office
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Creative Industries Platform
The Creative Industries Platform supports the creative business, design and artistic ideas, and creative production
projects developed by any student of Kadir Has University. The CIP encourages supports the development of projects
based on creative ideas of the students of any department, does not only find required internal or external resources,
but also provides necessary materials and equipment for these projects and, closely work with each project group
during this process.

Programs intended to support the independent student projects based on innovativecreative ideas:
Through the InIDEA (Innovative Ideas) Program, we support the process to draft projects for innovative and
creative ideas of our students in the field of arts, social sciences, entrepreneurship, design and technology, and put
into practice these projects.

Programs intended to support projects, which are identified and then seek for the
application of students:
Through the LooKHAS Program, we support our students to get familiar with the new generation media channels
and, produce such contents suitable for these channels making use of their basic production skills. Based on the idea
“It Takes Someone from KHAS to Explain KHAS the Best” as the first output of this process, introduction films have
been shot introducing the university departments from the point of view of our students, and broadcast on various
communication channels.

Programs intended to support projects for improving the spirit of entrepreneurship
of the students:
Through the Start-UP CUP Program common workshops are organized with a start-up business so that our students
could experience the start-up culture, one of the most important and innovative business models in today’s world.
These workshops allow our students to get familiar with the entrepreneurship culture, and experience what it is to
work for a start-up. At the end of this program, our students will have a chance to work as a full-time intern at a
start-up.

Actual business projects carried out jointly with the private sector:
Through the AKG-KHAS Project, the students from the Department of Industrial Design at Kadir Has University
redesign the ancient objects and games for stores located in museums and archaeological sites based on the
inspiration from the past during the project carried out by the Creative Industries Platform jointly with Anadolu
Kültürel Girişimcilik A.Ş.

Common working ecosystems managed by students in certain areas (hubs):
The Game-HUB, located next to MyLAB organizes game development training sessions for the students, who are
interested and want to improve themselves in the field of games. Training sessions start with the basic level for the
students with no knowledge in this field. With these training sessions, the students at KHAS set out on a journey
in the digital game world, which is not only informational but also joyous.
The Autonomous-HUB has been designed as a platform, at which the students who are interested in autonomous
vehicles meet one another and, develop projects together. This hub is equipped with technical equipment that the
students may need to design and make autonomous vehicles.
App-HUB A hub, in which the students with an idea to develop applications gather together. This hub will provide
the students with an environment, through which they would be able to put into practice their digital ideas.
Contact:
Creative Industries Platform
sezgi.kaynak@khas.edu.tr
melisa.artan@khas.edu.tr
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Alumni Relations Office
The Alumni Relations Office intends to ensure that our graduates live by the core values of Kadir Has University and
have the spirit of being a member of KHAS. This office makes efforts to strengthen the ties of our graduates with
one another, with existing students and with the university, keep their feelings of belonging alive, increase solidarity
and improve communication.
It keeps our graduates updated with the current developments at the university by means of informing them on news
about events and organizations. In order to ensure that our graduates are accurately informed, it updates the relevant
information and data on a regular basis, and keeps the data about our graduates updated.
It attaches great importance to the opinions and suggestions from our graduates and, operates on a satisfactionoriented basis. Accordingly, it conducts surveys with the graduates in order to measure and evaluate their level of
satisfaction and employment rates, and informs the senior management accordingly so that an assessment could
be made for the necessary improvements.
The Alumni Relations Office serves as a unit, which brings our students and graduates together through the activities
organized throughout the year, and where our graduates could stop by at any time and consult on and get supported
about all kinds of issues relating to their professional lives.

Activities for the Graduates
In addition to our Alumni Meetings, where our graduates come together every year, the Alumni Relations Office
host on a regular basis Rector-Graduates Meetings, Dean-Graduates Meetings, seminars, interviews and different
organizations. Gathering together our graduates, who are successful in their professional lives, and our students during
the seminars called “Back in Campus”, it creates a warn conversation environment, where our graduates convey their
experiences and suggestions about professional life to our students.
With the support of our graduates, it also organizes various activities in cooperation with HASMED Alumni Association
in order to contribute to the development of our university and our students.

Contact:
Sibel U. Kuseyrioğlu
kuseyrioglu@khas.edu.tr
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Events Office
The Events Office conducts and carries out the organization and planning of the national and international meetings,
graduation ceremonies (including those at the digital platforms), events and festivals organized within the premises
of our university as well as the events organized by the student clubs.
We are happy to see the new students at the events organized within our university, working and succeeding with
them, which gives us new excitements and hopes every year.
Contact:
Binnaz Karalı
bkarali@khas.edu.tr
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Rezan Has Museum
Rezan Has Museum is a museum location that has come to life with the building remains from
the Ottoman era and a Byzantine cistern found on the ground floor of the historical building of
our university awarded with the Europe Nostra Award, 2003. Opened to visitation in 2007, Rezan
Has Museum has a great collection that contains exciting archeological artifacts within a wide
time frame from the Neolithic Period to the Seljuk Era. The museum also hosts some historical
documents and objects pertaining to the Cibali Tobacco Factory turned into the main building of
the university.
The archeological artifacts are exhibited on the museum floor, where the building remains from
the Ottoman Area and the Byzantine cistern are located, and unique and thematic exhibitions are
organized on the exhibition hall floor consisting another section of the museum.
The building remains from the late Ottoman era that welcomes the visitors on the museum floor
are from the 17th century. The Seferikos Cistern built in the Byzantine Period for the water need of
the city is dated on 11th century.
Our museum is open to visit from 10.00 to 16.00 every day through the week.

Rezan Has Museum Contact Info: www.rhm.org.tr – info@rhm.org.tr Kadir Has Cad. 34083 Cibali – Istanbul
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2021-2022
Academic Calendar for
Undergraduate Programs
FALL SEMESTER: September 20, 2021-January 18, 2022
Course Selection and Approval Period

September 14-18, 2021

Beginning of Courses

September 20, 2021

Add/Drop Period

September 23-30, 2021

End of Courses

December 24, 2021

Fall Term Semester-End Exams

December 29, 2021-January 13, 2022

SPRING SEMESTER: January 31-May 13, 2022
Course Selection and Approval Period

January 25-29, 2022

Beginning of Courses

January 31, 2022

Add/Drop Period

February 3-10, 2022

End of Courses

May 13, 2022

Spring Term Semester-End Exams

May 20-June 3, 2022

SUMMER SCHOOL: June 13-July 30, 2022
Course Request-Registration

June 9-10, 2022

Beginning of Courses

June 13, 2022

Course Add

June 15-17, 2022

End of Courses

July 30, 2022

Summer School Semester-End Exams

August 3-6, 2022

There may be changes in the dates during the year. To get informed about the possible changes at the calendar,
please visit: www.khas.edu.tr .
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2021-2022
Academic Calendar for
Preparatory Program
FALL SEMESTER: September 20, 2021-January 18, 2022
Beginning of Courses

September 20, 2021

Final Exam (Writing)

January 5, 2022

End of Courses

January 11, 2022

Final Exam (Other)

January 12-14, 2022

SPRING SEMESTER: January 31-June 3, 2022
Beginning of Courses

January 31, 2022

Spring Break

May 2-6, 2022

Final Exam (Writing)

May 17, 2022

End of Courses

May 26, 2022

Final Exam (Other)

May 27-31, 2022

ADDITIONAL SPRING SEMESTER: June 15-August 26, 2022
Beginning of Courses

June 15, 2022

Final Exam (Writing)

August 12, 2022

Final Exam (Other)

August 19-23, 2022

Final Results Disclosure

August 26, 2022

There may be changes in the dates during the year. To get informed about the possible changes at the calendar,
please visit: www.khas.edu.tr .
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Info and Contact
Kadir Has University aims to be one of the most significant research universities in Turkey and offers the students
a unique model in Turkey and an example for the world: The Project-Based Education Model. Under the scope of the
New Education Model, where there is a unique assessment and evaluation system applied instead of a conventional
type of examination system, we train qualified professionals, researchers, and scientists for both business and
academic worlds, and graduates capable of working anywhere in the world.
As the first step of the New Education Model, the Core Program (Department of Core Academics) has been designed
to gather together all the students of different backgrounds admitted to the different departments of our university
with a common academic curriculum in the first year of their education. During the courses focusing on various
problems and research areas in the fields of humanities, natural sciences, arts and social sciences, we intend to make
sure that our students develop interests in different issues towards the societies, the world and humanity as a whole
through individual and common projects, leaving behind the traditional methods of teaching and evaluation. And the
Project Based Education as the second step gives an opportunity to the students to learn by experiencing instead of
a rote-learning based education system.
Our academicians encourage the students to participate in their research projects starting from the first year. With
the opportunities given through double major and minor education programs, the students have a chance to specialize
in multiple areas at the same time.
It is easy to arrive our campus located on the beach of the Golden Horn from anywhere in Istanbul. The building Tekel
Cibali Facility used as the tobacco warehouse and cigarette factory has been faithfully repaired, and turned into a
campus of our university. At this campus located in a historically important area of Istanbul as an exciting location
with marks reminding one of the past, awarded with Europa Nostra Award, today there are the chancellor’s office,
faculties, schools and research centers.
This campus with an indoor usage area of up to 50 thousand square meters accommodates classrooms, laboratories,
an information center (library), a theater, conference halls and movie theaters as well as sports facilities, a restaurant,
cafeterias and a dance studio.
KADİR HAS CAMPUS
Cibali Mahallesi, Kadir Has Caddesi
34083 Fatih – Istanbul
Tel:+90 212 533 65 32
Fax:+90 212 631 91 50
danisma@khas.edu.tr
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Campus
Map

1) A Block
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4) C Block

Rectorate
General Secretary
Faculty of Economics, Administrative and Social
Sciences
Information Center (Library)
Galata Hall
Life at Campus Office
Erasmus and Exchange Office
Human Resources
Career Office
Financial Affairs
Student Affairs
International Office

•
•
•
•
•

Faculty of Art and Design
Rezan Has Museum
Fener Hall
KHAS 34-14 (Gift Shop)
Stage KHAS

5) C Block Amphi-garden
6) D Block
•
•
•
•
•
•

2) A Block Backyard

Faculty of Law
Faculty of Engineering and Natural Sciences
Grand Hall (Conference Hall)
Health Unit
Cinema-A
Cinema-B

3) B Block
7) E Block
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty of Communication
Computer Lab
BT Help Desk
Cibali Hall
Event Office
School of Graduate Studies
Inner Court
Lifelong Education Academy (YBEA)

8) Research Centers
9) School of Foreign Languages
(English Preparatory Program)
10) Sports Hall
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KADİR HAS UNIVERSITY
Cibali Mahallesi, Kadir Has Caddesi 34083 Fatih – İstanbul
Tel:+90 212 533 65 32 Fax:+90 212 631 91 50
www.khas.edu.tr
/khasedutr
/khasedutr
/khasedutr
/KHasUniversity

